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1. Introduction
There has been a considerable amount of research on the existence of plane curves of a given
degree with prescribed singularities (for a non-comprehensive list, see [16,2,8–10,18,17] and the ref-
erences therein). So far the multiplicity and the Milnor number have been mainly used as measures
of singularity. As another measure, the log canonical threshold is an invariant which has been much
studied recently in birational geometry. In this paper we deal with a bound on the degree of curves
with ﬁxed log canonical threshold at given points.
Throughout we work over C. We introduce some deﬁnitions for a curve on a smooth surface. Let
S be a complex smooth surface, and C ⊂ S an effective (possibly non-reduced or reducible) divisor.
Deﬁnition 1 (Component multiplicity). The component multiplicity of C at a point p is the maximum
coeﬃcient of any component in C that passes through p, i.e., if C =∑aiCi with Ci prime divisors,
then
comp-multp(C) = max{ai | Ci  p}.
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and the same component multiplicity at each of several points p1, . . . , pr , then we say that C is
almost-equisingular at p1, . . . , pr .
Our main result is the following
Theorem 3. Fix r > 9 very general points p1, . . . , pr on P2 . Suppose that a curve C of degree d is almost-
equisingular at pi for 1  i  r, and that the loci of log canonical singularities of C at pi are 0-dimensional.
Let l ∈ Q denote the log canonical threshold of C at pi . Then the inequality
d 3
2l
√r
holds.
We do not know how far our bound is from being sharp. However it is substantially better than
the known bound for suﬃciently large r (see [20], [13, Exercise 6.8] and Remark 29). Besides, the
inequality in Theorem 3 is critical to prove that the ideal of very general suﬃciently many lines
passing through the origin in C3 is not a multiplier ideal under mild assumptions [15]. In order to
prove Theorem 3, we make use of multiplier ideal sheaves
J (c · C) = J (S, c · C) ⊂ OS , c > 0,
and vanishing theorems they satisfy (for a general introduction, see [14]). In addition we develop a
new reduction method from the general case to the toric case. To introduce the method, we need
some deﬁnitions.
Deﬁnition 4. A permutation [s1, s2, . . . , sn] of a sequence [1,2, . . . ,n] of length n is called upper uni-
modal or simply unimodal if there exists w , 1 w  n such that
1 = s1 < s2 < · · · < sw > sw+1 > sw+2 > · · · > sn.
We always assume that s1 = 1.
Deﬁnition 5. Let S be a smooth complex surface. Let ψ : S˜ → S be a proper birational morphism
which is a sequence of n smooth blow-ups. By abuse of notations, let Fi be (the proper transform of)
the exceptional curve of the i-th blow-up. Suppose that the exceptional locus of ψ is a linear chain
of n smooth rational curves. The chain (illustrated diagrammatically)
• • · · · •
F1 = Fs1 Fs2 Fsn
will be said to be unimodal if s1 = 1 and the sequence s1, s2, . . . , sn is unimodal.
Theorem 6. Let S, S˜ be smooth complex surfaces. Let ψ : S˜ → S be a proper birational morphism whose
exceptional locus forms a unimodal linear chain. Let F be the exceptional locus of ψ , and let p = ψ(F ). Then
there are analytic coordinates (x, y) at p, depending on ψ , such that we can associate to any effective divisor
C ⊂ S a unique integrally closed monomial ideal JC of the type∏ j (xa j , yb j ) (a j  b j  1 for any j) satisfying
the following properties:
(i) C 	→ JC is multiplicative, i.e. JC1+C2 = JC1 · JC2 for any effective divisors C1 and C2 ,
(ii) multp C = multp C ′ , where C ′ is a general element in JC ,
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(iv) and if F contains a place of log canonical singularities of C then
lct(C; p) = lct(C ′; p).
In the 2-dimensional case, the monomial ideal J C in the theorem may give more precise informa-
tion about C than a term ideal [14, 9.3.C] or an initial monomial ideal ([5, Chapter 15], [4, Proof of
Theorem 1.1]), in the sense that JC satisﬁes (iv) while the others do not in general. As an application,
we obtain a bound on the colength of the multiplier ideal of an effective Q-divisor on a surface.
Theorem 7. Let S be a smooth surface, C an effective divisor on S, and p a point on C . Let m = multp C and
l = lct(C; p). Then for any 0 c < 1, we have
colengthJ (S, c · C)p 
⌊
cm− 1
lm − 1
⌋
,
where J (S, c · C)p is the germ of the multiplier ideal J (S, c · C) at p.
Thanks to the Nadel vanishing theorem [14, Theorem 9.4.8], Theorem 7 can provide better bounds
on cohomologies, especially dimensions of global sections, of sheaves on smooth projective surfaces.
In fact Theorem 7 will be used to prove Theorem 3.
This article is part of the author’s thesis at the University of Michigan. The author would like
to express his deepest gratitude to his advisor Rob Lazarsfeld. He is grateful to Nero Budur, Mattias
Jonsson, Mircea Mustat¸a˘, Karen Smith and Howard Thompson for valuable discussions.
2. Preliminaries
Let X be a smooth complex surface, p a point on X , and C ⊂ X a (possibly reducible and non-
reduced) curve passing through p. Let S be a local analytical neighborhood of X at p. Let e be the
component multiplicity of C at p. Consider the minimal log resolution μ : S ′ → S of (S,C), which
consists of smooth blow-ups. Such a resolution exists and is uniquely obtained when we blow up as
few times as possible [3, p. 498]. Let
KS ′/S =
∑
i
ai F i and μ
∗C =
∑
i
bi F i + (proper transform of C),
where i’s denote the order of smooth blow-ups and Fi are the corresponding irreducible exceptional
divisors. Then the log canonical threshold of C at p is
lct(C; p) = lct(S,C; p) = min
{
min
i
ai + 1
bi
,
1
e
}
.
The locus of log canonical singularities, or the LC-locus for short, of C at p is the zero-locus of
J (lct(C) · C). If lct(C) = 1e then the LC-locus is 1-dimensional, while if lct(C) = mini ai+1bi < 1e then
the LC-locus is 0-dimensional.
Deﬁnition 8. We assume that the LC-locus is 0-dimensional. If
a j+1
b j
= lct(S,C) then F j is called
a place of log canonical singularities. It may be possible that there are many places of log canonical
singularities.
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ψt : St → S such that μ factors through ψt and that the push-forward of Ft is the only one irreducible
exceptional (−1)-curve on St . In fact, ψ is obtained by keeping contracting (−1)-curves until there is
no (−1)-curve other than (the push-forward of) Ft . By abuse of notation, we denote the push-forward
of Ft by Ft .
If Ft is a place of log canonical singularities, then we call ψt the morphism of log canonical singular-
ities with respect to Ft . By reordering blow-ups, we may assume that the exceptional locus of ψt is
{F1, F2, . . . , Ft}.
Proposition 10. (See [12].) The exceptional locus of the morphism ψt of log canonical singularities is a uni-
modal linear chain.
Proof. Since μ is a minimal log resolution, we can apply Kuwata’s result [12, pp. 715–716]. 
Remark 11. Mattias Jonsson pointed out that Proposition 10 follows from [7, Lemma 2.11] as well.
3. Proof of Theorem 6: Plane curves and monomialization
In this section we prove Theorem 6. It is interesting to compare our method with that of Aprodu
and Naie [1].
Theorem 12. Same assumptions as in Theorem 6. Then there are analytic coordinates (x, y) at p, depending
on ψ , such that we can associate to any effective divisor C ⊂ S a unique integrally closed monomial ideal JC
of the type
∏
j (x
a j , yb j ) (a j  b j  1 for any j) satisfying the following properties:
(i) JC1+C2 = JC1 · JC2 for any effective divisors C1 and C2 ,
(v) ψ is a log resolution of JC ,
(vi) and
ordFi ψ
∗C = ordFi ψ∗C ′ for any irreducible exceptional curve Fi ⊂ S˜,
where C ′ is a general element in JC .
Lemma 13. Theorem 12 implies Theorem 6.
Proof. The property (ii) follows from (vi):
multp C = ordF1 ψ∗C = ordF1 ψ∗C ′ = multp C ′.
For (iii), let 0  c < 1. Since ψ is a log resolution of J C hence of C ′ , the exceptional divisors
of ψ are the only ones contributing to J (S, c · C ′). Applying the birational transformation rule [14,
Proposition 9.2.33] of multiplier ideals to ψ , we get
J (S, c · C) = ψ∗
(J ( S˜,ψ∗cC)⊗ O S˜(K S˜/S))
⊂ ψ∗
(J ( S˜,ψ∗cC ′)⊗ O S˜(K S˜/S))= J (S, c · C ′),
because
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(
S˜, c
∑
i
(
ordFi ψ
∗C
)
Fi + c (proper transform of C)
)
⊂ J
(
S˜, c
∑
i
(
ordFi ψ
∗C
)
Fi
)
= J
(
S˜, c
∑
i
(
ordFi ψ
∗C ′
)
Fi
) (
by (vi)
)
= O S˜
(
−
⌊
c
∑
i
(
ordFi ψ
∗C ′
)
Fi
⌋) (
by (v)
)
= O S˜
(
−
⌊
c
∑
i
(
ordFi ψ
∗C ′
)
Fi
⌋
− ⌊c (proper transform of C ′)⌋
)
(
by (v) and 0 c < 1
)
= J ( S˜,ψ∗cC ′),
where we have used the fact that a general element in a monomial ideal of the type
∏
j (x
a j , yb j )
(a j  b j  1 for any j) is reduced.
It remains to show (iv), but it follows from
lct(S,C; p) = min
i
ordFi K S˜/S + 1
ordFi ψ
∗C
= min
i
ordFi K S˜/S + 1
ordFi ψ
∗C ′
= lct(S,C ′; p). 
We will actually prove the following
Theorem 14. Same assumptions as in Theorem 12. Then there are analytic coordinates (x, y) at p such that
each analytically irreducible curve C gives rise to JC satisfying (v) and (vi).
Lemma 15. Theorem 14 implies Theorem 12.
Proof. Any effective divisor C in a suitable analytic neighborhood of p can be expressed as
C =
n∑
i=1
miCi,
where Ci are analytically irreducible components of effective divisors and mi are positive integers.
Then we deﬁne JC by
JC :=
n∏
i=1
( JCi )
mi .
We recall the fact that a general element in J C is locally the product of each general element in J Ci
(cf. [6, p. 197], [19, p. 332], [21, p. 386, Theorem 3]). Then it is straightforward to check that (i), (v)
and (vi) are satisﬁed. 
4210 K. Lee / Journal of Algebra 322 (2009) 4205–4218The following lemma, which deals with the singular case, plays a key role.
Lemma 16. Same assumptions as in Theorem 12. Then there are analytic coordinates (x, y) at p such that
each analytically irreducible singular curve C at p gives rise to JC satisfying (v) and (vi).
Most of the rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Lemma 16. We recall the Puiseux
parametrization of an analytically irreducible curve.
Proposition 17. (See [3, p. 386].) Suppose that V ⊂ U ⊂ C2 is an irreducible complex analytic subset of
dimension 1 where U is a domain. Suppose that 0 ∈ V . Then there exists an analytic (holomorphic) map
f : D → V , where D is the unit disc, such that f (0) = 0 and f (D) = N where N ⊂ V is a neighborhood of 0
in V , f is one to one, and further f |D\{0} is a biholomorphism onto N \ {0}. In fact there exist suitable local
coordinates (x, y) in C2 such that f is then given by ξ → (x, y) where x = ξ l , y =∑∞n=m cnξn where m > l.
We call this a Puiseux parametrization of V .
Lemma 18. Same hypotheses and notations as in Lemma 16. Let C be an analytically irreducible singular curve
C at p, and consider a Puiseux parametrization of C : x′ = ξ l , y′ =∑∞n=m cnξn where m > l. Then
ordFi ψ
∗C = ordFi ψ∗C˜ for any irreducible exceptional curve Fi of ψ,
where C˜ := {(x′)m − ω(y′)l = 0, ω is a general complex number}.
Proof. We recall that if C is singular, then its ﬁrst Puiseux pair (m, l) is uniquely determined
[3, p. 406]. Let ψ˜ be a minimal log resolution of C˜ . Then the exceptional locus of ψ˜ forms another
unimodal linear chain F˜ . Kuwata [12, pp. 710–711, 715–716] showed that, loosely speaking, C and C˜
behave the same along F˜ hence any part of F˜ . In particular they behave the same along F ∩ F˜ where
we abuse notations. Precisely speaking, let
ψ = ϕ1 ◦ ϕ2 ◦ · · · ◦ ϕt, ψ˜ = φ1 ◦ φ2 ◦ · · · ◦ φu,
where ϕi and φi are single blow-ups. Let v , 1 v  t be the largest number such that
ϕ1 ◦ ϕ2 ◦ · · · ◦ ϕv = φ1 ◦ φ2 ◦ · · · ◦ φv =: μ.
Then
ordFi μ
∗C = ordFi μ∗C˜ for any irreducible exceptional curve Fi of μ.
Since both C and C˜ have the same ﬁrst Puiseux pair and the exceptional loci of both ψ and ψ˜ form
unimodal linear chains, we get
ordFi ψ
∗C = ordFi ψ∗C˜ for any irreducible exceptional curve Fi of ψ. 
The following is a toric geometric fact which is known by experts. Since the author cannot ﬁnd
a reference, he includes a proof. He would like to thank Mattias Jonsson and Howard Thompson for
valuable discussions.
Lemma 19. Same hypotheses and notations as in Lemma 16. There are analytic coordinates (x, y) at p and a
pair (a,b), a b of positive integers such that ψ is a minimal log resolution of (xa, yb).
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Suppose that the exceptional locus F of ψ is Fs1 -Fs2 -· · ·-Fst . Let q0 be the length of the ﬁrst consec-
utively increasing part of [s1, . . . , st] so that s1 = 1, s2 = 2, . . . , sq0 = q0, and st = q0 + 1. Take general
coordinates (x˜, y˜) centered at p. Then there is a sequence [ε1, . . . , εq0 ] of q0 complex numbers such
that after change of coordinates
x = x˜, y = y˜ + ε1 x˜+ · · · + εq0 x˜q0 ,
ψ is a log resolution of (xq0+1, y). In these coordinates (x, y), ψ is a minimal log resolution of (xa, yb).
In fact, after (q0 + 1)-th blow-up, each blow-up takes place only at an intersection of two irreducible
exceptional curves, which can be considered as the origin of an aﬃne chart at each step of the well-
known resolution process of singularities of a monomial ideal (xa, yb). 
Deﬁnition 20. Let ψ : S˜ → S be a proper birational morphism whose exceptional locus forms a uni-
modal linear chain of t smooth rational curves. For any curve D ⊂ S , there is a uniquely determined
sequence (mi(D))ti=1 of multiplicities (of the proper transform of D) at the center of the i-th blow-up.
We call it the multiplicity sequence of D with respect to ψ (cf. [3, p. 503]).
Example 21. Let ψ : S˜ → C2 be the minimal log resolution of {x3 − y2 = 0}. Let D : x = ξ10, y =
ξ40 + ξ45 + ξ47. Then the multiplicity sequence of D is (10,10,0) with respect to ψ . Note that ψ∗D =
10F1 + 20F2 + 30F3 + (proper transform of D), and that ψ is not a resolution of D .
Lemma 22. Let ψ : S˜ → S be a proper birational morphism whose exceptional locus forms a unimodal linear
chain. Let (x′, y′) be any analytic coordinates on S. Let D be a general member in a monomial ideal of the type
(x′, y′℘) ⊂ C[x′, y′]. Then the multiplicity sequence of D with respect to ψ is a partial Euclidean sequence
with respect to (,℘) (see Deﬁnition 30 in Appendix A).
Proof. This follows from the well-known resolution process of singularities of a monomial ideal
(x′, y′℘). Note that ψ is a sequence of smooth blow-ups. As long as the centers of the blow-ups
lie in the proper transforms of D , the multiplicity sequence of D with respect to ψ is determined by
the Euclidean algorithm. But as soon as the center of a blow-up is away from the proper transform
of D , the Euclidean algorithm stops contributing to the multiplicity sequence. In fact since ψ is a
linear chain, if a blow-up takes place away from the proper transform of D , then all the following
blow-ups never hit the proper transform of D . 
Proof of Lemma 16. By Lemma 18, we may assume that C is deﬁned by {(x′) − ω(y′)℘ = 0,
ω is a general complex number}. Then, thanks to Lemma 22, the multiplicity sequence of C with
respect to ψ is a partial Euclidean sequence with respect to (,℘). It is the sum of ﬁnitely many,
say n, full Euclidean sequences with respect to (i,℘i)ni=1 by Lemma 32 in Appendix A. Having said
this, Lemma 19 gave us coordinates (x, y) so that the multiplicity sequence of a general member in
(xi , y℘i ) agrees with the full Euclidean sequences with respect to (i,℘i), hence that ψ is a (not
necessarily minimal) log resolution of (xi , y℘i ). So we can take JC =∏ni=1 (xi , y℘i ).
The uniqueness of JC follows from the construction. Since ψ is a log resolution of (xi , y℘i ) for
every 1  i  n, it is a log resolution of JC . By construction, the multiplicity sequences of C and C ′
with respect to ψ are the same. Therefore (v) and (vi) are satisﬁed. 
Example 23. Let ψ : S˜ → C2 be the minimal embedded resolution of {x4 − y3 = 0}. Let (3,1,1,0) be
the multiplicity sequence of some curve with respect to ψ . Then (3,1,1,0) = (2,1,1,0) + (1,0,0,0)
is the multiplicity sequence of a general member in (x3, y2)(x, y).
To complete Theorem 14, it remains to treat the smooth case.
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analytically irreducible smooth curve C at p gives rise to JC satisfying (v) and (vi). In particular JC = (x j, y)
for some j.
Proof. Suppose that the exceptional locus F of ψ is Fs1 -Fs2 -· · ·-Fst . Let q0 be the length of the
ﬁrst consecutively increasing part of [s1, . . . , st] so that s1 = 1, s2 = 2, . . . , sq0 = q0, and st = q0 + 1.
Since C is smooth at p, after the i-th (1  i  q0 + 1) blow-up the proper transform of C meets Fi
transversally or does not meet Fi at all. So the proper transform of C under ψ meets one, say F j , of
F1, F2, . . . , Fq0 , Fq0+1 transversally. Then a monomial ideal (x j, y) is the desired one. 
4. Proof of Theorem 7: Morphism of log canonical singularities
In this section we prove Theorem 7.
Proof of Theorem 7. Let ψ be a morphism of log canonical singularities. Then by Proposition 10, the
exceptional locus of ψ forms a unimodal linear chain. So we can apply Theorem 6 and get
J (S, c · C) ⊂ J (S, c · C ′),
where C ′ is a general element in JC . Hence
colengthJ (S, c · C) colengthJ (S, c · C ′).
Since multp C = multp C ′ and lct(C; p) = lct(C ′; p), it is enough to prove for C ′ hence for monomial
ideals. Then this is an easy application of Howald’s theorem [11]. The Newton convex polytope corre-
sponding to any monomial ideal with vanishing order m and log canonical threshold l does not inter-
sect with the interior of the quadrilateral region with vertices (0,0), (0, 1l ), (
1
l ,
1
l ) and (
m
lm−1 ,0) ∈ R2
up to reﬂection about the line y = x.
Let N(c,m, l) denote the number of non-negative lattice points in the quadrilateral region with
vertices (−1,−1), (−1, cl −1), ( cl −1, cl −1) and ( cmlm−1 −1,−1) ∈ R2 (including boundaries). Then for
any 0 c < 1, the inequality
colengthJ (S, c · C)p  N(c,m, l)
holds. It is elementary to check that
N(c,m, l)
⌊
cm− 1
lm − 1
⌋
. 
Remark 25. Theorem 7 provides a sharp bound for suﬃciently small c  1m . If
m
lm−1 ∈ N and C is a
general element in the ideal (x
m
lm−1 , ym), then the equality holds for 1m  c <
l
lm−1 .
5. Proof of Theorem 3: Vanishing theorem
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 3.
As a matter of notation, let (C1 · C2)p denote the intersection multiplicity of C1 and C2 at p. We
begin by introducing some technical statements.
Proposition 26. Let S be a smooth surface and p a point on S. Let m1 ∈ N. Let C1 be a smooth effective divisor
and C2 be another effective divisor whose support does not contain C1 . Assume that p ∈ C1 ∩ C2 and that
J (S, c(m1C1 + C2))p vanishes only at {p} for some c ∈ Q>0 .
Then (C1 · C2)p >m1 .
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J (S, cC2 + cm1C1) is non-trivial and C1 is smooth, the inversion of adjunction [14, Corollary 9.5.11]
implies that J (C1, c(C2)C1 ) is non-trivial, which means
c(C1 · C2)p  1.
The desired inequality follows from cm1 < 1. 
Proposition 27. Fix r distinct points p1, . . . , pr on a smooth projective surface S. Assume that an effective
divisor C is almost-equisingular at pi for 1 i  r, and that the LC-loci of (S,C) at pi are 0-dimensional. Let
m = multpi C . Fix a real number m′ with m/2 <m′ <m. Suppose that
(C − uC ′) · C ′ < (u + 1)r
for any u, m′  u m− 1 and for any curve C ′  C passing through p1, . . . , pr .
Then there is no non-reduced curve D  C, which has multiplicity m′ and passes through p1, . . . , pr . In
particular, the local multiplier ideal J (S, (1/m′)C)pi is trivial or vanishes only at pi .
Proof. Suppose that there is a non-reduced curve D  C , which has multiplicity u m′ and passes
through p1, . . . , pr . If Dred is singular at pi , i.e. multpi Dred  2, then
m = multpi C multpi D multpi uDred  2u  2m′ >m,
which is absurd. So Dred is smooth at pi . By assumption, the LC-loci of (S,C) at pi are 0-dimensional,
which is equivalent to saying that
J (lct(C) · C)pi = J
(
lct(C) · (uDred + (C − uDred)))pi
vanishes only at {pi}. This also implies C − uDred = 0. Then by Proposition 26 the intersection multi-
plicity of Dred and C − uDred at each pi is at least (u + 1).
Hence the global intersection number
(C − uDred) · Dred  (u + 1)r,
but this contradicts our assumption. 
Corollary 28. Same assumptions as in Proposition 27. Write C = C<m′ + Cm′ , where C<m′ (resp. Cm′ ) is
the union of irreducible components of C with multiplicity <m′ (resp. m′). Let L ⊂ S be a divisor such that
L − (1/m′)C<m′ is nef and big. Then
χ(KS + L)
r∑
i=1
dimC
(
OS,pi/J
(
S,
1
m′
C
)
pi
)
.
Proof. Due to Proposition 27, any component of Cm′ does not pass through some pi . Then the
almost-equisingularity of C at pi implies that any component of Cm′ does not pass through any pi .
So
J
(
S,
1
m′
C
)
= J
(
S,
1
m′
C<m′
)
.pi pi
4214 K. Lee / Journal of Algebra 322 (2009) 4205–4218Since the global multiplier ideal J ( 1m′ C<m′ ) deﬁnes at most 0-dimensional scheme, we get
r∑
i=1
dimC
(
OS,pi/J
(
1
m′
C<m′
)
pi
)
 dimC
(
OS/J
(
1
m′
C<m′
))
= χ
(
OS/J
(
1
m′
C<m′
))
.
Consider the exact sequence
0−→ J
(
1
m′
C<m′
)
−→ OS −→ OSJ ( 1m′ C<m′)
−→ 0.
Twisting by OS(KS + L) and taking the Euler characteristic, we have
χ(KS + L) − χ
( OS
J ( 1m′ C<m′)
)
= χ(OS(KS + L) ⊗ J ((1/m′)C<m′)).
Applying Nadel vanishing theorem to
OS(KS + L) ⊗ J
(
(1/m′)C<m′
)
,
we get
χ(KS + L) −
r∑
i=1
dimC
(OS,pi/J ((1/m′)C<m′)pi
)
 χ(KS + L) − dimC
(OS/J ((1/m′)C<m′))
= χ(OS(KS + L) ⊗ J ((1/m′)C<m′))
= h0(OS(KS + L) ⊗ J ((1/m′)C<m′)) 0. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let m be the multiplicity of C at pi . Suppose l 32m . Then we get
dm√r 3
2l
√r,
where the ﬁrst inequality follows from [16, p. 767] or [9, pp. 692–694].
Suppose 32m > l. Thanks to (the proof of) Theorem 7, we have
colengthJ
(
P2,
4l
3
· C
)
pi
 N
(
4l
3
,m, l
)

⌊ 4l
3m− 1
lm− 1
⌋
,
where N( 4l3 ,m, l) denotes the number of non-negative lattice points in the quadrilateral region with
vertices (−1,−1), (−1, 4l/3l − 1), ( 4l/3l − 1, 4l/3l − 1) and ( 4lm/3lm−1 − 1,−1) ∈ R2 (including boundaries).
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4l
3 ,m, l) 
4l
3 m−1
lm−1  2, which yields
colengthJ
(
P2,
4l
3
· C
)
pi
 2. (5.1)
Suppose to the contrary that d < 32l 
√
r. Let C
< 34l
be the union of components of C with multi-
plicity < 34l . Set L = 2
√
rH , with H being the hyperplane divisor on P2, so that L − 4l3 C is big and
nef hence so is L − 4l3 C< 34l .
We want to apply Proposition 27 and Corollary 28. Let m′ = 34l so m/2 < m′ < m, where the last
inequality follows from the well-known fact that the log canonical threshold is greater than or equal
to the inverse of the multiplicity. Then for any u m′ and for any curve C ′ of degree d′ , we get
(C − uC ′) · C ′ = (d − ud′)d′
<
(
3
2l
√r − 3
4l
d′
)
d′
= 3
4l
(
2√r − d′)d′
< (u + 1)(2√r − d′)d′
 (u + 1)r,
where we have assumed d − ud′ > 0 (otherwise (d − ud′)d′  0 < (u + 1)r is obvious), and the last
inequality follows from (d′ − √r)2  0. So the assumptions of Proposition 27 and Corollary 28 are
satisﬁed.
Due to Riemann–Roch and (5.1), we have
χ(KP2 + L) = χ
(OP2(2√r − 3))=
(
2√r − 1
2
)
< 2r

r∑
i=1
dimC
(
Opi/J
(
4l
3
· C
)
pi
)
,
which contradicts Corollary 28. 
Remark 29. Let e be the smallest degree of plane curves passing through general r points. Assuming
the 0-dimensional LC-loci condition as in Theorem 3, one can easily obtain d  1lct (e + 1) (see [20],
[13, Exercise 6.8]). In fact if d · lct < (e + 1) then Nadel vanishing theorem would imply Hi(O(KP2 +
(e + 1)H) ⊗ J (lct(C; pi) · C)) = 0, i > 0, which contradicts Riemann–Roch. But our bound is better,
because
3
2 lct
√r > 1
lct
√
2r ≈ 1
lct
(e + 1)
for suﬃciently large r.
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This section includes, for the convenience of the reader, two combinatorial results which are ele-
mentary in nature but necessary for the completeness of the proofs.
Deﬁnition 30. Let (,℘) be any pair of positive integers with   ℘ . Then the Euclidean algorithm
allows us to deﬁne a sequence r0,q0, . . . , rk,qk in the following way:
r0 = ℘,
 = q0r0 + r1 (0 < r1 < r0),
r0 = q1r1 + r2 (0 < r2 < r1),
...
rk−2 = qk−1rk−1 + rk (0 < rk < rk−1),
rk−1 = qkrk. (‡)
Then we deﬁne a unique sequence of integers by
(r0, . . . , r0︸ ︷︷ ︸
q0
, r1, . . . , r1︸ ︷︷ ︸
q1
, . . . , rk, . . . , rk︸ ︷︷ ︸
qk
), (♦)
and we call it the full Euclidean sequence with respect to (,℘).
For any n, 1  n 
∑k
i=0 qi , a sequence consisting of the ﬁrst n terms in (♦) is called a partial
Euclidean sequence.
Lemma 31. There is a canonical bijection between the set of unimodal permutation sequences and the set of
full Euclidean sequences with respect to pairs of relatively prime integers.
Proof. Any unimodal permutation sequence [s1, s2, . . . , st] uniquely deﬁnes a sequence {q0,q1, . . . ,qk}
of positive integers such that
s1 = 1, s2 = 2, . . . , sq0 = q0,
sq0+1 = q0 + q1 + 1, sq0+2 = q0 + q1 + 2, . . . , sq0+q2 = q0 + q1 + q2,
sq0+q2+1 = 1+
3∑
i=0
qi, sq0+q2+2 = 2+
3∑
i=0
qi, . . . , sq0+q2+q4 = q4 +
3∑
i=0
qi,
and so on.
Note that q0 is the length of the ﬁrst consecutively increasing part of [s1, s2, . . . , st], that q1 is
the length of the last consecutively decreasing part, that q2 is the length of the second consecutively
increasing part, and so forth.
If we let rk = 1, then rk−1, . . . , r1, r0 are (reverse-)inductively deﬁned as in (‡). Hence the full
Euclidean sequence can be determined. The inverse is straightforward. 
Lemma 32. Any partial Euclidean sequence can be expressed as the sum of ﬁnitely many full Euclidean se-
quences.
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(r0, . . . , r0︸ ︷︷ ︸
q0
, r1, . . . , r1︸ ︷︷ ︸
q1
, . . . , rk, . . . , rk︸ ︷︷ ︸
qk
,0, . . . ,0), (∗)
where
r0 = ℘,
 = q0r0 + r1 (0 < r1 < r0),
r0 = q1r1 + r2 (0 < r2 < r1),
...
rk−2 = qk−1rk−1 + rk (0 < rk < rk−1),
rk−1  qkrk. (†)
Note that the last relation in (†) is an inequality.
We deﬁne a sequence
(s0, . . . , s0︸ ︷︷ ︸
q0
, s1, . . . , s1︸ ︷︷ ︸
q1
, . . . , sk, . . . , sk︸ ︷︷ ︸
qk
,0, . . . ,0) (∗∗)
by
sk = rk,
sk−1 = qkrk,
sk−2 = qk−1sk−1 + sk,
...
s0 = q1s1 + s2,
so that this sequence is the full Euclidean sequence with respect to (q0s0 + s1, s0).
Subtracting (∗∗) from (∗), we get
(r0 − s0, . . . , r0 − s0︸ ︷︷ ︸
q0
, . . . , rk−1 − sk−1, . . . , rk−1 − sk−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
qk−1
,0, . . . ,0).
This sequence satisﬁes (†) with k being replaced by a smaller number, because
ri − si = (qi+1ri+1 + ri+2) − (qi+1si+1 + si+2)
= qi+1(ri+1 − si+1) + (ri+2 − si+2),
for 0 i  k − 2. Repeating this, we get the desired set of full Euclidean sequences. 
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